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1. introduction
When people produce repetitions of the same utterance, the resultingspeech signals belonging to these
repetitions are usually very different. This is a well-known fact. Generally, the large amount of variation
in the speech signals is not problematic for human listeners, but it certainly is for automatic speech recognizers.
Over the years researchers have proposed various solutionsto the problems of automatic speech recognition. As a result, different types of speech rec ognizers have been developed. During the last decade it
hasappeared that speech recognizers basedon hidde n Markov models (HMMs) usuallyhave a better performance than other types of speech recognizers, like e.g. rule-based speech recognizers. Probably this is
due to a combination of several factors. Two important differences between rule-based and HMM-based
recognizers are(1) that thefirst use mainly deter ministic rules while the latter use a kind of stochastic rules;
and (2) that in rule-based recognizers local decisions are often made (i.e. whether a segment is voiced or
not), whilein HMM-basedsystems one overall probab ilistic decision is made.
Apart from a good performance, HMMs have another advantage, namely that training and testing of
these recognizers can be done almost completely automatically. This is certainly a big advantage because
large amounts of data are needed to train the numerous parameters in theHMMs. In general, doubling th e
training material gives a substantial improvement, which seems to suggest that the HMMs are undertrained.
However, recentlyKubala et al. (1994) haveshown t hat increasing thetraining material from 12 to 24 hours
of speech only leads to a marginal improvement in t he performance of their recognizer. They concluded
that the HMMs (they used) were not able totake ful l advantage of the additional training data. Therefore,
it could wellbe that conventional HMMsare now rea ching their maximum level of performance.
HMMs are models in which phonetic/phonological knowledge usually plays a limited role, at least in
theconventional type of HMMs. The fact that during thelast decade research on speech recognition has
been confined almost completely to conventional HMMs, has had the effect of widening the gap between
speech technologyon the one hand, and phonetics an d phonology on theother. Clearly, this is not an i deal
situation, because both fields could and should benefit from each other.
Based on the considerations mentioned above, we decided to test a new approach to speech recognition. Also in this new method oneglobal probabilis tic decision is made,since this has proven to be s uccessful (as noted above). However, the HMMs used in our approach (which will be called simply new
HMMs here) are essentiallydifferent from conventio nal HMMs. A brief description of this new method is
givenin the following section.
I will finish the present section by mentioning the goals of our research. Our most important goal is (1)
to bridge the gap between speech technology and phonetics/phonology mentioned above. We try to do this
by using a model (i.e. the newHMM) which probably represents speech production ina more realistic wa y
thanthe conventional HMM, as will be described in the next section. In this way we hope to achieve two
other goals, viz. (2) to obtain (statistical) knowledge about articulation from large amounts of ’natu ral
speech’ (as opposed to ’lab speech’, on which most knowledge is based now); and (3) to improve speech
recognition.

The goals are deliberately presented in thisorder, because we think that by using a more realistic model
and by incorporating articulatory knowledge in this model, recognition performance will increase in th e
longrun. However, at the beginning there could be a decrease in performance, because since there is less
experience with these newHMMs, they will not be as finely tunedas conventional HMMs are.

2. the new method
In this section Iwould like to give a brief descri ptionof the method we intend touse. This new appr oach
is based on the work of Deng andcolleagues. A more thorough description can be found in Deng & Erler
(1992) and Deng & Sun (1994). Themethod has been t ested for (American) English. For that language it
gave good results. The English examples used below are taken from Deng & Sun (1994).We intend to test
this method for Dutch.
The differencebetween the conventional and the new HMMs is depicted in Figure 1. In conventional
HMMs agrapheme string is converted into a phoneme string (or more generally, a string of speech units).
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Figure 1. The general structure of a conventional and a new HMM.
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1. The first thing to do is todefine or select a s et ofarticulatoryfeatures. Itis important to hav e a feature set which can describe bothconsonants and vow els. Some of these feature sets have been proposed in
the literature, (see e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 1992; Clements, 1993; Deng & Sun, 1994). Although we
intend to comparedifferent feature sets ata later stage, we will start by using the same set as Deng & Sun
(1994), which is motivated by the work of Browman & Goldstein (1992). This set consists of five multivalued features: lips, tongue tip, tongue body, velumand glottis.
2. Each word in thelexicon has to be described in terms of ’stationary’ speech units. This can be done
partly automatically by using available lexica that contain grapheme and phoneme information, and by
usinga grapheme-to-phoneme conversion tool. For (A merican) English Deng and colleagues based their
choice on the 61 (quasi-)phonemic labels of theTIM IT database. For Dutchwe will haveto find out wha t
the optimal set of speech units is.
3. A list has to bedrawn up which contains the val ues of the features for all speech units. The values in
this list are thevalues of the features for contex t-independent speech units, i.e. they can be thought of as

the target valuesfor the speech units. A value of zero means that thefeature is unmarked, i.e. that in producing a speech unit this specificfeature is not impo rtant (in other words, the same speech unit can be produced
withdifferent values of that feature, thusgiving rise to different phonetic realisations). A list of this kind
has to be made once for eachfeature set.
4. For each speech unit in context a feature-overlap pattern has tobe constructed and subsequently tr ansformed into a network. In Figure 2 a feature-overlap pattern is shownfor the English word /ten/. Indi cated
are the boundaries of the three segments and the values of the features. It can beobserved that some of the
feature values spread into their neighbours.For in stance, the tongue tip value of 1 spreads from the /t/ into
the /e/, and the same value for /n/ also spreads into the /e/.
Next, the feature-overlap pattern has to be transformed to a network. In Figure 3 an example is given
of a network for the /e/ in /ten/. In state A of this network the value of the feature tongue tip is L(1), which
means that for thisfeature a value of 1 spreads fr om its Left neighbour (in this case the /t/). The L(2) value
for glottis indicates that for the feature glottis a value of 2 spreads from theLeft neighbour. Analo gously,
the value R(2) for velum in state G is causedby th e spreading of value2 from the Right context (the /n/)
into the /e/. The result of this overlap would be that the last part of the /e/ is nasalized. In Figure 2 the spreading from /t/into /e/ of the tongue tip
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than that ofthe glottis.
Rules could be used to control
the overlap of the features. Reliable
knowledge can be used to derive
these rules. For instance, if it is
known that in a /t/-/e/ sequence the
spreading of the tongue tip always
ends before the spreading of the
glottis, state B could be discarded.
Or, alternatively, if itis known that
in the same sequence none of the
feature values ever spreads, state A,
B and C could all be omitted. One
very general rule is that the feature
value zero (meaningunmarked) can
never spread into a neighbour,
while on the other hand it is very
likely that values of the context
overlap the value zero (as depicted
in Figure 2).

Figure 2. A feature-overlap pattern for the utterance /ten/.
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Figure 3. A state-transition network for the phoneme /e/ in the ut terance /ten/.

5. The next step is the construction of networks for complete utterances. These networks are
simply the concatenation of the networks for the individual contextdependent speech units, as is the
case with conventional HMMs.
6. Finally, the models have to be
trained and tested. As in conventional HMMs, this is done in a
Bayesianframework. In fact, the algorithms for training and testing are
only slightly different from those
used for conventional HMMs (see
Deng & Erler, 1992).
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the states in these networks are
similar. Only the states A of /ten/,
and A and B of /pen/occur once in
this example, while the states D, E, Figure 4. State-transition networks for the phonemes /e/ in the ut F and G are the same in the 3 cases. terances /pen/ and /den/, respectively.
The consequence is that in this way
data sharing is possible. Thedata sharingobtained in this way is based on an articulatory framework, i.e.
data are shared across states in which the articulatory gestures are expected to besimilar. Clearly, the choice
of the feature set isimportant inthis respect.

3. discussion
In the introduction I already mentioned some of the advantages and disadvantages of conventional
HMMs.The pros andcons of the method proposed in t his article are presented here. A disadvantage of the
new HMMs is that training is not completely automatic. In the previous section I already mentioned that
some of the work is (partly) manual: the feature values have to be defined for all speech units (once), and
part of the database has to be labelled for bootstr apping of the training procedure (also once). Although
part of thiswork will bemanual, we will try to ma ke a large part of it (semi-)automatic.
The new HMMs alsohave a number of important advant ages.First of all, with the new HMMs data can
be shared between states of different speechunits. The amount of datasharing thatcan be achieved in this
way is generally larger thanwith conventional HMMs , and it is based on articulation. Another advantage
is that context dependencies are modelledexplicitl y in an articulatory framework, and that knowledge about

e.g. co-articulation can be incorporated directly in the model. In general, articulatory knowledge can be
used to define rules which can constrain the constr uction of the feature-overlap pattern. Although
knowledge is used in constructing the model, a substantial part of the model remains stochastic. Also in
these HMMs, as inthe conventional HMMs, one global probabilistic decision is made. This is a clear advantage compared torule-based recognizers inwhich wrong local decisions often leadto catastrophic e rrors. In fact, these new HMMsshould be situated so mewhat between the conventional rule-based systems
that are almost completely deterministic, and the conventional HMMs which aremainly stochastic. Final ly,these new HMMs can be used to obtain (statistic al) knowledge about articulation for large amounts of
speech. This canbe done in the following manner. A ftertraining with a large amount of utterances a V iterbi decoding can be used to find the optimalsequenc e of states for each utterance.From these optimal sequences one can infer in which cases and how often articulatory features spread, the amount of overlap,
the timing between the different articulatory features, and also other things.
Tosum up, the new HMMs makeit possible to combine the statisticalinsights gained in research with
conventional HMMs, with the knowledge accumulated in so many years of research in phonetics and
phonology. We areconvinced that this approach is w orth trying and expect that in the long run it will lead
to better performance inspeech recognition. Furthe rmore, it will also enlarge our understanding of speech
production.
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